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Abstract 

Bringing culture and personality in a combination with emotions 
requires bringing three different theories together. In this paper 
we discuss an approach for combining hofstede’s cultural 
dimensions, BIG five personality parameters and PSI theory of 
emotions to come up with an emergent affective character model  

Introduction   
Culture differentiates the human nature into different 
geographical, ethical, political etc. groups. These groups 
are populated by individuals who have their own 
personality on top of the culture and Human nature 
[Hofstede]. The culture-personality based affective model 
[Nazir et al] explained below combines the culture with 
personality and integrates it with the PSI theory of 
Emotions [Dorner].  

By using both culture and personality in a 
biological/psychological model PSI we get synthetic 
characters which can not only express culture and 
personality traits in their actions but also the culture and 
personality helps them choose the right actions and 
intensions along with modulating the emotions. 

In this paper we explain how can the culture and emotions 
become a part of a model of emotions there in influencing 
the Intension generation, emotional modulation and Action 
Selection mechanisms? Also we describe how a culture can 
be profiled to be used in a Synthetic character and what 
part of the culture can be related to which part of the 
model. 

Background: 

The idea of combining culture, personality and emotions 
came from three different theories: Cultural profiles and 
dimensions [Hofstede, 1991, Hofstede et al. 2002 ] and 
BIG Five [(John, 1990; McCrae & John, 1992; Goldberg, 
1990], which become the theoretical background for the 

                                                 

input to an architecture based on the PSI theory of 
emotions. Below is a brief introduction to the Hofstede’s 
cultural variability dimensions, and BIG Five personality 
traits: 

Cultural Variability: 

Individualism Collectivism is one of the most important 
cultural dimension which affects behaviour at both cultural 
and individual level. 

Collectivistic cultures emphasize community, 
collaboration, shared interests, harmony, traditions and 
public good. This culture can suppress emotions according 
to the mood of the collection. [Triandis, 1994] Body 
movements and other kinesics are more synchronised. 
Individualistic cultures emphasize personal rights and 
responsibilities, privacy voicing one’s own opinions 
freedom, and self expression. 

This parameter, and others, may impact on the individual 
agent’s psychological needs. In this case, for example, it 
will influence the need for affiliation. This provides a link 
from the general cultural stereotype to the intentions and 
behaviours of the individual agent. 

In some cultures freedom produces uncertainty, which 
leads to stress and anxiety. These cultures may seek to 
avoid uncertainty by increasing rules of behaviour. [Berger 
et al., 1975] suggests that many southern European 
countries, as well as Japan and Peru, tend towards 
uncertainty avoidance. Other countries (including many 
northern European countries) are, it is argued, better able 
to tolerate freedom and diversity without excess stress and 
anxiety [Ratner, 2000].  A culture’s rigidity and dogmatism 
are a function of the uncertainty avoiding dimension. This 
dimension also influences communication between 
individuals - particular direct or indirect forms of 
communication can be used to reduce uncertainty. 

The need for certainty will therefore influence actions, 
including communicative actions, in an individual agent. 



The members of high power distance cultures tend to see 
power as a basic fact in society e.g. South Asia, Caribbean, 
France etc [Hofstede, 1991] while members of low power 
distance cultures tend to view that power should be used 
only when it is legitimate. E.g. European countries which 
are normally middle class democracies located at high 
latitudes. 

This influences the way people from different cultures 
communicate with other people with different power 
distance and standing in the society or organisation. 

Gender is a big factor in defining rigidity in cultural roles. 
Members of cultures high in masculinity tend to value 
performance, ambitions, power and assertiveness. 

Members of cultures high in femininity tend to place more 
value on quality of life, service, caring for others. 

Culture and Emotions: 

People modify their expressions on the basis of cultural 
display rules [Ekman & Friesen, 1969; Matsumoto, Yoo, 
Hirayama, & Petrova, 2005]. These are culturally 
prescribed rules, learned early in life, which force the 
management and modification of the universal expressions 
depending on social circumstances. Expression of 
emotions is largely universal, but there are subtle 
differences across cultures that can create a challenge for 
effective communication [Elfenbein & Ambady, 2003]. 
The research in this field is quite active, but not many 
studies have been published; some of the results are 
mentioned below: 
[Camera et al., 1998] examined spontaneously occurring 
expressions in infants of 11 months of age from three 
different cultures (China, Japan and Europe/America) and 
indicated that Chinese babies were less expressive than 
babies from the other two cultures. 
[Waxer, 1985] examined facial expressions in American 
and Canadian game show contestants. He found no 
difference in types of emotions, but found some 
differences in ways of expressions. For example, the 
American females were found to use their hands more than 
Canadians and the American males smiled more than 
Canadians did. 
[Ekman, 1972] demonstrated the existence of these rules 
by conducting a study of watching stressful films alone and 
in the presence of an experimenter. Matsumoto and 
[Kupperbusch, 2000] extended the original Ekman 
experiment by using collectivistic and individualistic 
encoders. They found that the collectivistic people showed 
less negative expressions in the presence of an 
experimenter.

Personality: 

Besides emotions, personality plays a role in a character’s 
social interaction. Characters with different personalities 
will have different emotional reactions to a particular event 
based on the context of communication, social status, 
culture, etc.  The most popular approach to study 
personality among psychologists is the Big Five Model [e. 
g. McCrae et al., 1996].  It consists of five personality 
dimensions (OCEAN): Openness to Experience, 
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and 
Neuroticism (John, 1990; McCrae & John, 1992; 
Goldberg, 1990].  

Openness to experience refers to the degree to which one is 
able to accept unconventional and new ideas.  
Conscientiousness is defined by one’s self-discipline and 
dutifulness in performing a task. Extraversion is being 
energetic and outgoing, experiencing positive emotions 
and seeking the company of other people. Agreeableness 
determines how compassionate, altruistic and cooperative 
one is.  Lastly, neuroticism refers to how vulnerable one is 
towards experiencing negative emotional states. 

Culture-Personality Based Affective Model 

Culture-Personality based affective model [Nazir et al, 
2008] combines three different models in one. It uses 
Cultural profiles and dimensions [Hofstede, 1991] and BIG 
Five [(John, 1990; McCrae & John, 1992; Goldberg, 1990] 
and merge them into the PSI model for characters 
[Lim2007, Dorner, 2003] in such a way that the culture and 
personality become the part of the Motivation, Emotion 
Modulation and Action selection mechanisms of the PSI 
model. 

Figure 1: Culture-Personality based Affective Model. 

Basically a PSI model is an emergent model in which 
emotions emerge as a consequence of a motivation part 



which consists of needs which help in the selection of 
Intentions which along with the emotional modulation part 
activate the appropriate actions using the planning. But 
another important part in PSI based character models is the 
memory as it has a big part to play in the running of the 
model. The figure 1 below shows the model and its main 
components.  

Within the PSI theory, processes are self-regulatory 
because all behaviours produced by a character are driven 
by a limited number of basic needs, including existence-
preserving need, affiliation need, certainty need and 
competence need. 

In addition to needs, a character has a set of modulators 
that affect cognitive processes – arousal, resolution level
and selection threshold. Arousal refers to the character’s 
preparedness for action, resolution level determines the 
accuracy of cognitive processes and selection threshold
prevents oscillation of behaviour by giving the currently 
active intention priority. The values of these modulators 
are influenced by the current needs. An increase in needs 
will lead to higher arousal whereas a decrease in needs 
will lower arousal. Resolution level decreases with 
heightening arousal while selection threshold increases 
with heightening arousal. Different combinations of needs 
and modulator values result in the subjective experience of 
emotions.  For example, when needs are high, arousal and 
selection threshold will be high and resolution level will be 
low. In such a situation, time consuming search is 
forbidden as quick reaction is required.  The character will 
concentrate on its current task to fulfil the deviated needs. 
Due to the lack of deliberateness in processing and fast 
actions, we might diagnose that the character is 
experiencing anxiety. 

Culture and personality affect the motivation part by 
influencing the need selection thresholds which in turn 
influences the selection of intention mechanism along with 
the emotion modulation. Also the culture profile explained 
below carries all the information about the culture and 
personality of a character. In the figure 1 the underlined 
sections define where the culture and personality values 
and parameters will be involved.  

Representation of Culture and Personality in 
Motivation System: 
In order represent culture in an emotional model we need 
to have intensities of the cultural dimensions and 
personality traits. This will help in setting up the thresholds 
for the needs in the Motivation part as explained in section 
1.4.  

Cultural Values 
Culture is differentiated on the basis of Hofstede’s 
dimensions and assessed by giving those values to define 

how intense is the reflection of these dimensions on a 
culture is. In order to use these values in a motivation part 
of the model we need to assign values to culture so that 
they can easily be mapped to the needs values in PSI which 
range in between 0 and 1. 
For a dimension we have a value which gives range 
between 1 and 5. 
To implement a complex culture which involves more than 
one dimension we have to allot values to every cultural 
dimension separately to combine them to get the collective 
value of a culture which is called the core value. This core 
value will be used to define the possible action a particular 
character can take. 

  
Mapping Culture and personality with PSI needs: 

We can translate the cultural dimensions and personality 
factors to PSI by using values for each dimension

Let’s look at it in terms of values: for example we have a 
character which belongs a highly individualistic, low 
power distant feminine culture where the uncertainly 
avoidance is very low. So we give it the following values 
on a scale of 1-5 for each cultural dimension.  In the 
following table: 
  
Cultural Dimensions Character 1 Character 2 
Identity (I) 5 1 
Hierarchy (H) 1 4 
Gender (G) 2 4 
Certainty (C) 4 1 
Table1: Values for cultural dimensions 

In table 1: Identity �Amount of Individualism 
Heirarchy� Power Distance 
Gender � Amount of masculinity 

Values for PSI needs are defined on the scale of 0-1 and to 
translate the culture values to the PSI need values we 
transform them to the scale of 0-1 on the basis of their 
importance. E.g. if a character belongs to highly 
individualistic culture and has the identity value = 4.0 the 
corresponding PSI value will be = 0.8 for competence need 
as it is more important to the individualistic character, or 
0.4 for the affiliation need because it is not very important 
for the highly individualistic character. When needs have 
high importance, the value mapping for Culture � PSI is 
1.0 – 5.0�0.2 – 1.0 whereas When needs have low 
importance, the reverse mapping applies 1.0 – 5.0�1.0 – 
0.2 



After mapping the values for the cultural and personality 
values to the PSI needs,  weights to the dimension 
according to the real needs are allotted. Table2 shows the 
threshold values of the three needs based on the cultural 
dimension value of the characters. The method is to take 
the PSI values mapped to the culture values and multiply 
them to the weight allotted to each dimension (the values 
in the parenthesis). The weights change according the 
importance of the need to a particular cultural dimension. 
As you can observe not all the cultural dimensions are in 
each need, this is because of the relevance of the particular 
dimension to the need. E.g. Uncertainty Avoidance 
dimension is not relevant to the need for affiliation etc.  
In this we actually provide the value of thresholds for three 
needs i.e. affiliation, certainty and competence and also the 
rate at which these needs increase. So that when the need 
reaches a certain level it has to be satisfied and the arousal 
level and resolution level will be influenced. These needs 
can also be increased in the reaction to an event. 
Calculating the need thresholds 
After mapping PSI needs to the Culture parameters they 
are allotted weights. Table2 shows the threshold values of 
the three needs based on the cultural dimension value of 
the characters. The method is to take the PSI values 
mapped to the culture values and multiply them to the 
weight allotted to each dimension (the values in the 
parenthesis). The weights change according the importance 
of the need to a particular cultural dimension. As you can 
observe not all the cultural dimensions are in each need, 
this is because of the relevance of the particular dimension 
to the need. E.g. Uncertainty Avoidance dimension is not 
relevant to the need for affiliation etc.  

Needs Character1 
0.1 

0.1 (5) 
0.2 (1) 

Affiliation 

(0.50)  I 
(0.25) H 
(0.25) G 0.4 (2) 

0.325 

0.2 (4) 

Certainty 

(0.25) I 
(0.75)U 0.8 (4) 

0.25 

0.8 (4) 

Competence 

(0.50)I 
(0.50)H 0.2 (4) 

Table 2: Calculation for need importance thresholds 

Similarly for personality (as for Orient) we can have 
personality based thresholds for the personality. 

Characters 

Needs 

Character1 

0.425 

1.0 (5) 

Affiliation  

(Weight 0.75)E 
(0.25)A 0.4 (4) 

0.70 

0.4 (4) 
1.0 (5) 

Certainty 

(1/3)A 
(1/3)C 
 (1/3)O 0.7 (2.5) 

0.725 

1.0 (5) 
0.4 (4) 
1.0 (5) 

Competence 

(0.25)E 
(0.25)A 
(0.25)C 
(0.25)O 0.5 (2.5) 

Table 3: Calculation for need importance thresholds 
(personality) 

And finally we come up with the combined value of the 
thresholds by averaging the both values: 

<Motivation> 
        <NeedThreshold need="Affiliation" 
threshold="0.263" increase = "0.1" /> 
        <NeedThreshold need="Certainty" threshold="0.513" 
increase = "0.2"/> 
        <NeedThreshold need="Competence" 
threshold="0.488" increase = "0.1"/>     
</Motivation> 

These values provide the input to the motivational part of 
the project and help in generating the intensions and play a 
major part in the modulation of emotions by influencing 
the Emotional Parameters: Selection Thresholds, Arousal 
and Resolution Level. The reason for actually including 
values of the personality and culture into the motivational 
system of the character actually makes the emergence of 
emotions based on personality and culture.  

Cultural Profiles and Actions 
Geert Van Hofstede [Hofstede et al., 2002] used a few 
techniques in cultural non-computer games for role-plays. 



They used cultural dimensions and profiled them to make 
synthetic cultures which can be used by the role-play 
participants. The following concepts provide an interesting 
way to parameterize and constitute a synthetic culture. The 
requirements for the characters based on the 
conceptualization would be as follows:  
Core Value: This is the value of the extremity of cultural 
dimensions. It represents the obsession of the synthetic 
culture.  
Core Distinction: It is the basic distinction that the 
members of a particular culture make when observing the 
social world around them. This is part of the perception 
part of the framework.  
Key Behaviour: This is a list of golden rules for 
appropriate behaviour in the culture. This will define a 
cultural personality depending on norms and behaviours. 
Words with a positive connotation: “Words people like 
to use and like to hear”. These will be very important for 
emotional responses and recognitions. 
Words with a negative connotation: “Words people 
don’t like to use and hear”. 
At a glance: 
• Language: theoretically there is no restriction of 

language between members of synthetic cultures, but 
certain words may carry different meanings. 

• Non-verbal behaviour 
• Stereotypes  
• Outsider’s evaluation of the culture 
• Gender Roles 

Cultural Profile 
The major elements that make a cultural profile can be 
categorised as follows: 
Intensity of culture: The intensity of culture is 
represented by the values of the cultural dimensions. These 
dimensions are combined to bring forward the core value 
of the culture. The culture value will be used in the 
selection of cultural actions, set of gestures. Another 
important part of these values is the link with the 
Personality and PSI motivations as shown in the section 
above. The value for each dimension is represented in the 
range of 1-5. E.g. the following table shows the values for 
a culture. 

<Culture Value = 12> 
<Identity > 5.0</Identity> 

<Hierarchy>1.0</Hierarchy> 
<Gender>2.0</Hierarchy> 
<Certainty>4.0</Certainty> 

</Culture> 
And similarly Personality values are represented  

<Personality value = 16.5 > 

<Extroversion>5 </Extroversion> 
<Agreeableness>4</Agreeableness> 

<Conscientiousness>5</Conscientiousness> 
<Openness>2.5</Openness> 

These values are used to categorise actions in the action 
repritoire so we can take a range of actions. These values 
will also be used to compare stereotypes of other actions 
which are already stored in the character mind. 
These values become the basis for need  thresholds in the 
previous section which become the basis of PSI based 
affective characterisation. 
Actions: The actions in the model depend both on Cultures 
and Emotions and they are implemented to achieve the 
goals which in turn satisfy the needs so the goals are 
represented in the following way which also indicates a 
particular goal actually satisfies which need  
<Goals> 
<Goal name="GreetAccept([target])" importanceOfSucess="6" 

importanceOfFailure="2" need="Affiliation"/> 
</Goals> 

The actions themselves are actually divided into categories 
based on the cultural values Actions are categorised as two 
types:  

• Verbal Actions 
These are speech-acts! 

• Non Verbal Actions 

The actions are represented as having the following 
attributes: 

<Action name=”Greet” Goal = “GreetAccept”> 
<action_performed = “handshake” culture_value_min = 10 

culture_value_valuemax = 15> 
<action_performed = “wave” culture_value_min = 15 

culture_value_valuemax = 20> 
<action_performed = “wave” culture_value_min = 15 

culture_value_valuemax = 20></Action> 
So now according to the culture value or the cultural 
intensity the action gets selected, an action or a sequence 
of actions is performed to achieve a goal, achieving that 
goal lead to satisfying the associated need.    

The Action Selection part will depend on the Planner and 
appraisal method, and for this the double appraisal method 
is intended to be used. 

Application 
ORIENT (Overcoming Refugee Integration with Empathic 
Novel Technology) is part of EU FP6 project called 
eCircus.  ORIENT is being developed as an interactive 
role-playing game. The players take the roles of foreign 
visitors to an unknown planet that is inhabited by several 
alien cultures. In order to save the planet from an imminent 



catastrophe, the users have to communicate, learn and 
exhibit culture of this alien planet. 
In Orient the characters behaviour is derived on the basis 
of their culture and the main objective is to make the user 
aware of cultural differences. The model will be used along 
with other models such as [Aylett, 2006]  

Conclusion: 

We argue that intelligent conversational agents should 
understand, and potential be able to embody different 
cultural personalities, and that understanding and 
responding to culturally influenced aspects of an agent’s 
personality should go hand-in-hand with understanding and 
responding to their emotions. We also recognise that any 
apparent cultural stereotyping in interaction must be done 
sensitively, recognising that the individual may not 
conform to the conventions of his or her culture. 
Communicating in a culturally sensitive way is something 
that is challenging for humans, and it is perhaps ambitious 
to hope to be able to provide conversational agents with 
this property. But at the same time ignoring the cultural 
dimension may result in misunderstandings and offence. 
Further work is needed in this area, and we hope that this 
preliminary model provides a useful starting point. 

Making Synthetic Characters by involving culture and 
personality theories in their emotion generation is a new 
concept. Using emergent Architecture like PSI which lets 
the emotions be generated on the basis of 
needs(motivation) of the characters seem to be present a 
plausible approach to include the culture and personality of 
an autonomous character to influence these needs and in 
turn influence the emotion generation and Action 
Selection. 

Currently we are implementing and trying this model out 
in different scenarios where cultural variability can be 
addressed.  
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